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Message from the President
Strategic Planning
During our most recent “All Hands” meetings I mentioned that Midasco has a formal
strategic planning process. Since then, I have had several people ask me about strategic
planning and how we go about it. So, I thought I’d spend a few paragraphs in this issue of
our Newsletter on Midasco’s strategic planning process.

In the way of background, Midasco was recapitalized in January of 2006 to allow the
original owners to retire by partnering with Main Street Resources, a private equity
company. As part of the transition, we made the decision to grow the company to meet the
• 07-17-00: Renaissance demands of the larger projects which at that time were on the horizon of our transportation
Technologies @
marketplace. In order to do that we knew that many changes were needed and that a formal
planning process would be required to accomplish our goals. So, in January of 2007 we
Telegraph Road
started our formal strategic planning process.

Variable Speed Limit
System

Strategic planning involves key people deciding what the company’s future should look like
and what is required to get there. In addition, it involves a system to monitor action items
and company performance against goals. The process helps to shape the corporate culture.

• 08-01-00: MdTA @
Perryville Weigh Station In January of 2007 a group of Midasco owners and managers gathered at an offsite
location, away from everyday business activities, for an initial three day session. Key to our
Signage
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progress at this first meeting was the use of a professional facilitator who kept us on track
and focused. At this first session, we formulated the initial version of our mission, vision and
values. Although they have changed slightly over time the first version is largely intact. We
reviewed in detail what we thought were our current strengths and weaknesses. Although
it’s difficult to honestly talk through what the company’s strengths and weaknesses are, this
process was critical to deciding where to focus our attention. In addition, we worked on
setting goals in fours main areas: customer, internal processes, employee growth and
financial. Each of the goals was discussed in detail and specific action items were
developed and assigned to one person for follow up.
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Subsequent to the initial strategic planning meeting, we have met offsite once per quarter
for an additional day of follow up, discussion of new items, measuring against goals, and
setting new action items. We do a longer session once per year and continue the quarterly
cycle. In order to keep ideas and participation fresh, we have different employees attend
each session. For instance, at one meeting we had all of the
superintendents; at another we had all of the project managers;
at others we focused on safety and equipment. All of the notes
and action items are captured and distributed to attendees and,
finally, all action items are followed up on every two weeks or
so and monitored for progress or completion.
its transition from an entrepreneurship to a more professionally
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organization focused on initiatives and goals. No planning
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planning is better than just allowing the future to happen.
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Michael Filipczak
President
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Human Resources— Communication
Communication, as defined by the Webster Dictionary, is the process by which
information is exchanged between individuals through a common system of symbols,
signs, or behavior.
This exchange of information is critical in facilitating, implementing and promoting the
strategic plans of the organization. Through clear, concise and effective
communication, we strive to fulfill Midasco’s Mission, Vision and Values. Monthly
Foremen’s meetings, The IDEA System Initiative, Tool Box Talks, quarterly All Hands
Meetings and newsletters are just a few of the vehicles we employ in striving to
increase and improve upon communication throughout the organization.
As a part of our core values, the HR Team is striving for Continuous Improvement.
What does this mean? It means that the Human Resources Team looks to each and
every member of the Midasco family as their customer. As our customer, it is up to our
department to look for ways to keep improving the great foundation this company is
built on. We encourage all of the employees to communicate with each other, their
supervisors, and management.
Rick Tormo
Human Resources Director

401K Enrollment in June for a July 1, 2008 Start Date
Enrollment opportunities will be available again this month of June for a July 1, 2008 entry date. For those
employees who are eligible, you will receive a notice from the HR department alerting you of this date as it
approaches. If there are any questions regarding your 401K, please contact Jay Michels or Robin Degener with
CBIZ for American Funds (800) 445-7447.
For further information regarding any of the information presented here, please feel free to contact Tenea
Clements at (410)-579-6703 in the office or email at tclements@midasco.net or Rick Tormo at (410) 579-6732 in
the office, cell phone (410) 365-4605 or email rtormo@midasco.net.

Job Postings
Midasco is building for tomorrow—We are looking for energetic, self motivated and experienced:
Laborers
Operators
CDL A Drivers
CDL B Drivers
Foremen
Electricians
ITS Technicians
Fleet Management Assistant
Join the leader in the industry by calling Rick at (410) 579-6732 or email at rtormo@midasco.net, EOE.
Midasco is constantly seeking those who want to start, continue or advance their career with the industry leader.
We look for those who have drive, curiosity and a solid work ethic to be a part of the growth and prosperity that lies
in front of us.
For those who are Midasco employees, remember– REFERRAL BONUSES ARE STILL IN PLACE!!!!!!
Midasco also promotes growth from within the organization. For those who are interested in advancement, please
feel free to contact a member of the Human Resources Department for further details.
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Fleet for Thought– Driving More Efficiently
With the ever-rising cost of a barrel of oil and the reality of longer commutes due to congestion and the sheer
volume of vehicles on the road, here are a few tips in helping you “drive more efficiently”.
Drive Sensibly– Aggressive driving (speeding, rapid acceleration and braking) wastes fuel. It can lower your fuel
mileage by 33% at highway speeds and by 5% around town. Fuel Economy Benefit: 5—33%, Equivalent Fuel
Savings: $0.16-$1.07/gallon
Observe the Speed Limit–While each vehicle reaches its optimal fuel economy at a different speed, fuel mileage
usually decreases rapidly at speeds over 60mph. As a rule of thumb, you can assume that each 5mph you drive
over 60mph is like paying an additional $0.20 per gallon for fuel. Observing the speed limit is also safer. Fuel
Economy Benefit: 7—23%, Equivalent Fuel Savings Benefit: $0.23-$0.74/gallon
Check and Replace Air Filters Regularly– Replacing a clogged air filter can improve your vehicle’s fuel mileage by as
much as 10%. Your vehicle’s air filter keeps impurities from damaging the inside of your engine. Not only will
replacing a dirty air filter save fuel, it will protect your engine. Fuel Economy Benefit: up to 10%, Equivalent Fuel
Savings: up to $0.32/gallon
Keep Tires Properly Inflated– You can improve your fuel mileage by around 3.3% by
keeping your tires inflated to the proper pressures. Under inflated tires can lower fuel
mileage by 0.4% for every 1 PSI drop in pressure in all four tires. Properly inflated tires
are safer and last longer. Fuel Economy Benefit: up to 3%, Equivalent Fuel Savings: up
to $0.10/gallon
Some other ways to save you time and money are:
Combining errands– Several short trips taken from a cold start can use twice as much
fuel as a longer multipurpose trip covering the same distance when an engine is warm.
Commuting– If you can stagger your work hours to avoid peak rush hours, you’ll spend
less time in traffic and consume less fuel.
Mark Malamphy
Fleet Manager

Featured Recipe
Eleanor Gabaldon’s New Mexico Salsa which was enjoyed by all at the 2008 First Day of Spring Luncheon held on
Thursday, March 30th. Watch out!! This salsa is HOT by East Coast Standards, but incredibly delicious.
5-6 jalapenos
3-4 garlic cloves
½ onion
1- 20oz. can of tomatoes
Blended
Salt to taste
Enjoy with chips, tacos, burritos or anything that needs heat!

Recipe by-Eleanor Gabaldon
Jerome Gabaldon’s wife
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Health News– Midasco & PERI Blood Drive
MIDASCO partnered with PERI a local business from the neighborhood
to sponsor a Blood Drive with the American Red Cross. The Blood Drive
was held, Wednesday, February 27th from noon until 6pm. We
surpassed our goal of 20 units and collected 24 units of blood! There
were 31 donors who came to donate blood and the number of first time
donors was 16! On behalf of MIDASCO, PERI & the American Red Cross,
THANK YOU to everyone who showed up to donate blood.
The American Red Cross arrived on Wednesday around 10:30am and
completely tranformed the Elkridge office lunch room into a blood
collection ward. The staff was very professional and they enjoyed our
sense of humor. Apparently we are a lively bunch! I myself was a first
time donor and was a little leery about the entire process, but I am glad
that I was able to surpass my fears. Donating blood was as easy and painless as walking to the mailbox.
Each unit of blood collected could be
used to save 3 lives multiplied by 24
units collected equals 72 lives we
could save!

Names listed below are Midasco and PERI employees and
their guests who showed up to donate blood. Thank you for your support! You could SAVE a
life!
Joe Teal

Anthony Stolar
David Dittmar-Guest
Stacy Crabtree
Mark Malamphy
Mike Anderson
Brian Sweeny-National Capital
Paula Hensley
Angel Nowicki
Dave Nowicki-Guest
Paul Sadaka-Guest
Charles Willis
Eddie Guida-PERI
Brett Taylor-PERI
Rick Tormo
Chrystel Bell– American Red Cross
Charles Tamayo
Alex Lincoln

Michael Barron, Jr.
Al Minear
Tom Sprague
Eric Pipik-PERI
Trish Ashby-PERI
Michael Barron, Sr.
Tim Cheek
Jesse Hartwell
Chris Evans
Michael Filipczak
Tom Ameel-PERI
Carden Snider
Shana Johnson-Guest

Carden Snider
Executive Assistant
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Idea Corner
We have received 150 ideas since we launched the IDEA System a year ago. Our ideas are coming in
less frequently than in the beginning, but I can count on at least 5 to 10 ideas submitted per month. Of
which, 10% of submitted ideas are still in the review process, 17% were unable to be implemented and
73% have been implemented. As far as Idea Category, Time Savings ideas are the strongest category
coming in at 32%.
A couple of recently implemented ideas were:
Our Fleet Manager, Mark Malamphy submitted an idea to design a streamlined system for ordering
material that requires the signature of a Superintendent and or a Project Manager to control cost
and inventory. As a result, the new procedure for ordering material is: ONLY Superintendents & Project
Managers can order material. A new materials request form was developed for the Superintendents
and Project Managers to fill out and sign for Joe Teal. There is a space on the form asking for job & item number
which is a required field when materials are ordered..
Superintendent, Bill Burton’s idea was that Project Manager, Jerome Gabaldon who is in
charge of our directional boring crew, should attend the weekly equipment meeting. This
would allow Superintendents to work out their directional boring needs.
We want to continue to keep the lines of communication open. The Idea system
empowers all employees at every level the ability to share their ideas for the good of the
employees as well as the company. In order to better accommodate the field employees,
our new office in Northern Virginia and all of the office trailers will have their own Idea
System board and box, Hopefully this will make it easier for everyone to submit an idea
as well as read the Idea System logs.
You still have time to submit your ideas!!
Due to fewer ideas submitted this quarter, the
drawing will be postponed until the next All Hands Meetings on May 19th and May 20th .

Carden Snider
Executive Assistant

Midasco’s New Employees– First Quarter 2008
Dolores Alberto Ortega

Laborer

Christopher Rodgers

Laborer

Douglas Avent

Operator

Adriana Rodriguez

Office Manager

Gary Brown

Laborer

Christopher Stoner

Operator

Hector E. Calderon Suarez

Foreman

Charles Willis

Operator

Harvey Chew

Operator

Lisa Kick

Administrative Assistant

Marvin Edwards

Crew Leader

Mike MacKenzie

Operator

Wilfredo Garcia

Operator

Franklin Reyes

Laborer

James Gist

Operator

Daniel Leaper

Foreman

James Livers

Operator

Howard Metzler

Yard Helper

Brendt Pensyl

Laborer

Bill Roach

Foreman

Commendations
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Quarterly Company All Hands Meeting– Monday, 3/24/2008
All Hands Meetings are held each quarter in order for
Michael Filipczak our President to communicate to all
employees what is going on with Midasco. Some of the
information shared is our Mission, Vision, Values,
company communication, safety, operations, completed
projects, financials, cost challenges, human resources,
updated employee manual, new projects, goals & targets,
upcoming bids and employee Q & A.
During the Safety part
of the agenda,
Foreman, Troy Young
won a home theater
system for the Safe Hours drawing at the
All Hands Meeting.
Two meetings are held in order to
accommodate the Williamsburg
employees. Since there are so many
employees that work out of the Elkridge,
MD and Northern Virginia office, a
meeting room is rented for everyone with plenty of coffee. After the Elkridge
and Northern Virginia meeting has concluded, Michael will drive down to
Williamsburg for their meeting the next day which is held in the
Williamsburg satellite office facility.

Carden Snider
Executive Assistant

Tenea’s Tidbit– “To Use or Not to Use the Internet”
Many people ask- “Why use the internet?” I say, “To find general information about a subject.”
The Internet is like a huge encyclopedia and in many ways it's even better. The amount of information that you can
find on the Internet is overwhelmingly amazing. For every topic or object that you've ever wondered about, there's
bound to be someone who's written an Internet article about it or is selling it. The Internet offers many different
perspectives on a single topic. I could rattle off tons of reason to USE the internet but
for now here are a few at the top of my list:

•

To access information that is not easily available elsewhere

•

To correspond with far away friends and family members

•

To meet people

•

To discuss your interests with ‘like-minded’ people

•

To learn

•

To SHOP!!!

•

To read the news

•

And TO HAVE FUN!

So before you let the gateway to electronic freedom slip from your
fingers, think about how using the Internet may help

Tenea Y. Clements
Human Resources Generalist
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A Word from Williamsburg
Currently, we are actively performing work on three jobs from the Midasco Williamsburg office; Job # 05-24:
Battlefield Boulevard I-64 Interchange, Job # 07-01: Richmond International Airport I-64/895 Connector, and Job #
07-07: VDOT Eastern Regional Signal Maintenance.
At Battlefield Blvd. we are currently in the preliminary stages of the Ethernet Switch Network. Our field personnel is
working hard installing overhead sign structures, 334 Cabinets, and Variable Message Signs. Our Airport project
has just begun. Midasco is working on installing conduit and structure foundations as well as installing an
emergency call system for the Airport’s Cell Phone Lot. For our regional maintenance contract, we are working in
Carollton, VA on 07-07-03, Jarrett, VA on 07-07-04, and on the Eastern Shore for 07-07-05, 07-07-06, and
07
-07-07. We have already completed 07-07-08 which was involved two locations: Kiln Creek and CNU. Up and coming is 07-07-09 which will include installing UPS Systems for
existing
traffic signals on Rt. 199 here in York County, VA.
Griffin Mabe (Pug) is estimating several upcoming bids for Midasco.
They include an intersection in Suffolk, VA at Hillpoint and Godwin, a ped
head replacement in Chesapeake, a streetscape project for East Beach
Improvements in Ocean View, Norfolk, VA and the 3rd phase of the
Norfolk Light Rail – Systems, HRT-60 for Downtown Norfolk, VA.
Williamsburg Employees at the 3/25/08
All Hands Meeting

Tulsa Sturges
Project Manager

An Update from the Northern Virginia Office
The Midasco office trailer in Alexandria, VA is up and
running. Currently there are three projects being run
out of this office. They include 07-12-00 a signing
retro-fit and catwalk removal project through out the
Northern Virginia District. Tom Sprague is Project
Manager on this project with Joe Fowler as the
Superintendent, Rick Walton, Tim Sprague and Jeff
Baker, as the Foremen running the night shift.
07-15-00 is a Signing; Lighting and ITS project for the Telegraph Road
interchange improvements with CK Constructors as the prime contractor. 07
-17-00 is a variable speed limit project for the Telegraph Road work zone for
Renaissance Technologies. These two projects are just getting started and
John Mallinson will be the Superintendent of these projects.
I would like to thank Adriana Rodriguez for
accepting the role of office manager, John
Mallinson for taking on the role and committing
the next five years to being out of town as the Superintendent for the Telegraph Road
Project, Joe Fowler for accepting Bill Harkleroad’s position as Superintendent of the
retro-fit and catwalk removal project and Tom Sprague for stepping up into a Project
Management role, Tom and his family have agreed to move to Northern VA area. I
look forward to working with these individuals in making the Northern Virginia office a
successful and profitable addition to Midasco expansion and growth.
Charles Tamayo
Senior Project Manager
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Top Bonus Earner for the 4th Qtr.
Foreman, Joe “Joby” Fowler was the top bonus earner for the 4th Quarter of 2007. He
won by excellent planning, organization and communication
with his crew and Superintendent, Rico Renzi. This allowed
him to end the quarter the most man hours below budget.
Congratulations, Joe!!!
Keep up the awesome work!!
Joe Fowler
Foreman

Birthday Bash- Employees with Birthdays in the 1st Quarter 2008
Kathy Conti

1/1

Hector Calderon-Suarez

1/15

Jerome Gabaldon

1/28

Anthony Stolar 1/6

Fredy Flores

1/15

Adriana Rodriquez

1/31

Everado Palma-Valdez 1/10

Chris Stoner

1/25

Kizzy Fulton

2/13

Tibebe Tafesse 1/14

Jesse Naecker, Jr.

1/26

Vince Price

2/20

Rico Renzi 1/17

Tim Swartz

1/26

Thomas Howell

3/1

Tim Sprague 1/23

Lewis Williams

1/27

Luis Osorio

3/5

Michael Murray 1/30

Sandy Stewart

3/5

Griffin “Pug” Mabe, II 1/31

Jimmy Gurganus

3/12

Jason Portock 1/31

Tom Sprague

3/14

Joe Kinhart

2/3

Michael Barron, Sr.

3/20

Sam Hume

2/12

Richard Parks

3/28

MIDASCO— “You Must Have Been a Beautiful Baby Contest”
ANNOUNCING our newest contest MIDASCO “YOU MUST HAVE BEEN A BEAUTIFUL BABY“ TRIVIA CONTEST!!
Who was the cutest baby among us – let’s find out! Send in one of your baby or childhood pictures and we will
publish them in the next newsletter. The contest will be to try and guess who goes with which picture. As an extra
bonus we’ll give a prize to the most adorable baby!
Since most of you may be too shy to send in one of your own pictures we are counting on all
the spouses and significant others to help us out and send some great photos. The more we
have the better! You can email them to me at kconti@midasco.net, mail them or drop them
off at the Elkridge office. All pictures will be returned so don’t worry about sending in your
best ones!
There will be a prize for the office that brings in the most employee baby pictures. Offices:
Elkridge Office, Williamsburg Office, Northern Virginia Office, Baltimore (Section 100) Trailer,
and Woodrow Wilson TrailerKathy Conti
CFO
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Promotion–John Mallinson
I am pleased to announce the promotion of John Mallinson to the position of
Superintendent. John will be responsible for managing operations of his crew on
the Telegraph Road Interchange projects # 07-15 and # 07-17; he will be based in
our Northern Virginia Office.
John has been in the signing, lighting, traffic signal and intelligent transportation
system industry for eighteen years, the last seven years of which have been with
Midasco. John exemplifies the values that we live by and has demonstrated
outstanding leadership during his tenure. In his new role I am confident that John
can help us achieve our goals and realize our vision statement.
Please join me in congratulating John and welcoming him to his new position.
John Mallinson
Superintendent
Charles Tamayo
Senior Project Manager

Dale Carnegie “Breakthrough” & “Human Relations” Award–Bill Burton, III
Bill Burton attended the Dale Carnegie course, Effective Communications &
Human Relations and during the sessions won 2 breakthrough awards. Session 5
on February 5, 2008 Bill had to give a presentation in front of his class. Bill’s
fellow class members voted and announced him the winner of the “Breakthrough”
award! Bill also received the “Human Relations” award in session 9 on March 4,
2008. Bill graduated from the Dale Carnegie Course on March 25, 2008.
Congratulations, Bill on your awards and successful completion of the Dale
Carnegie Course!
Tony Gilberto
Project Manager
Bill Burton
Superintendent

Promotion–Joseph “Joby” Fowler
We are pleased to announce the promotion of Joseph “Joby” Fowler to the position of Sign Superintendent. He is
replacing Bill Harkelroad in our Northern Virginia Office who retired after 20 years of service at Midasco. Joby has
worked his way up through the ranks starting as a laborer in September of 1995
and moved into a Foreman’s position in February 2000. Joby has been a loyal
employee for nearly 13 years making his tenure the third longest in the company.
He always fills in where ever he is needed and does whatever is asked of him.
We are proud to have him as a part of the Midasco family and wish him
continued success in his new role. Congratulations Joby!
Rico Renzi
Superintendent

Joe Fowler
Superintendent
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Jobs in Progress

JOB No.: 07-02, Six M @ Fort McHenry Tunnel.
Foreman, Joe Kinhart and crew pouring a
cantilever sign foundation.

JOB No.: 05-24, E.V. Williams @ Battlefield
Blvd. Interchange. Foreman, Wayne Warner in
charge of the Overhead 1A 001 installation.
Helping in the effort was Forman David Floyd,
Charles Mason, Joe Sandoval and Kenny Page.

JOB No.:05-24, E.V. Williams @ Battlefield Blvd.
Interchange. Kenny Page and Joe Plez along with
Foreman, Jason Portock, controlled lifting
operation in progress.

JOB No.: 05-03, Wagman @ Woodrow Wilson Bridge.
Foreman, Tim Price and crew setting an overhead sign
structure.

J0B No.: 07-01, Branch Highways @ RIA I-64/895
Connector. Jason Portock is Forman to Joseph
Sandoval who is Excavating for underground conduit

J0B No.: 05-25, Corman @ Hampstead
Bypass. Foreman Dave Wolf with help from
Foreman James Larkins and crews Jason
Johnson, Billy Burton, IV, Terrell Johnson and
Randy Dornon digging trench for conduit.
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Jobs in Progress

JOB No.: 05-03, Wagman @ Woodrow Wilson Bridge
Contract MA-4. Foreman Scott Schuh and his crew,
Danilo Jacome & Dimas Paz trenching conduit.

JOB No.: 07-03, Lane @ Arena Drive.
Crew Leader Steve Waters auguring a
foundation for a traffic signal.

JOB No.:07-12, VDOT Retrofit Overhead
Signs and remove Catwalks. Foreman Rick
Walton with crew Gary Brown, Brent Pensyl &
James Livers unloading scrap that was
removed from existing sign structures the
night before.

JOB No.: 05-21, Wagman @ Woodrow Wilson Bridge
MB4. Foreman, Gregg Atkinson and crew Chris
Rodgers & Kevin Hynes setting light poles.

J0B No.: 07-17, Renaissance Technologies@
Telegraph Road VSL. Foreman, Tim Sprague, and his
crew Chris Stoner, Alberto Ortega and Jesse
Naecker installing wood poles for the variable speed
limit signs, cameras & RTMS detectors.

J0B No.: 07-17, Renaissance Technologies@Telegraph
Road VSL. Foreman, Tim Sprague and his crew Chris
Stoner, Alberto Ortega and Jesse Naecker installing
wood poles for the variable speed limit signs, cameras
& RTMS detectors.
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Foremen’s Meetings
Foremen’s Meetings are held the fourth Thursday of every month from
6am until 7am. The agenda is prepared by a Project Manager, with
help and input by Superintendents and Foremen. Many issues and
items are discussed and reviewed based on the needs determined by
those preparing the topics. It is also an opportunity for training and
sharing ideas.
In our last Foremen’s Meeting held on Thursday, March 27th Project
Manager, Anthony Stolar reviewed the Foremen’s job description in
order to clarify certain aspects of the roles and responsibilities of a
Foreman.
If you are interested in the content that is discussed in the monthly Foremen’s
Meetings, after the meeting copies of the minutes are sent to all Midasco
Employees in their pay envelope.
Carden Snider
Executive Assistant

Employee Spotlight— Al Minear
Early each morning a sleek gold 1985 vintage Corvette arrives at the Elkridge Main Office. The driver door opens
slowly and out emerges a tall, quiet man with hard working hands that are stained with motor oil and grease. His
face displays a kind, “Here’s Johnny” smile, and short gray hair. Mr. Alan Minear is here! Mr. Minear is a kind and
soft spoken man that can easily be found on a cruise ship at least twice a year or skiing around the globe with his
girlfriend Brenda.
Mr. Minear has traveled to over 20 countries and plans to see more. He adorned his first pair of skis at the tender
age of 3 and hasn’t stopped hitting the slopes yet! Everyone likes Mr. Minear. Maybe it’s his Boy Scout background
that makes him so personable or the fact that he is a very proud Father of 3 sons. ( a Pilot, a VP at Bank of
America, and a Deleware State Trooper) Whatever it is, many affectionately call him “Al”! He started at Midasco as
a Mechanic on April 17, 2006 after hearing about the opening for an experienced Fleet Heavy Equipment
Mechanic by a former employee by the name of Chase Tasker. Al heard rumors that Midasco was a good
progressive company to work for, so he quickly applied. Just shy of two years as a Fleet Mechanic, Al was promoted
to Shop Foreman for demonstrating remarkable leadership and overall
knowledge of the Fleet Vehicles as well as the ability to handle a heavy
workload.
His 5 year goals are to maintain if not increase the company’s in service rate
of 95%, fine tune his plans for retirement, and maybe purchase a new
Corvette! Al loves what he does, and who wouldn’t after doing it for over 20
years; 16 of which were served in the US Air Force!!! He states that his love
for engines began at the age of 13 when he worked on his very first engine
and transmission. Al sees Midasco’s Vision as a bright and ever expanding
future that he will enjoy being a part of. Al looks forward to everyday
here- working with employees he calls “positive, team player problem solvers,
and very friendly.” In closing, if you are looking for a dependable, fun, free
spirited Shop Foreman, look no further, or at least under an engine.
Tenea Y. Clements
Human Resources Generalist

Al Minear
Shop Foreman
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Office Trailers
One of Midasco’s goals for 2007 was to decentralize our operations by establishing field office trailers at
appropriate locations. Our primary goal was to have the foremen and their crews to report directly to the jobsites
rather than reporting to a central office and dispatching from there. Our secondary goal was to move the project
manager and superintendent teams closer to the customers and the work so that they could respond better to
project needs. Two of these office trailers have been established so far: One at the Woodrow Wilson Bridge
Corridor and one at the MdTA’s Section 100 projects.
Michael Filipczak
President

Woodrow Wilson Corridor Trailer
Project Manager Craig Hoffman and Superintendent, Jeff Young
manage the following jobs from the Woodrow Wilson Trailer.
Jeff’s trailer is located at the Cherry Hill yard in Temple Hills on
the Maryland side of the Woodrow Wilson bridge.
The following jobs are run from the Woodrow Wilson Trailer:
05-03: Wagman @ Woodrow Wilson Bridge MA-4
05-06: Corman @ Woodrow Wilson
05-17: Cherry Hill @ MD5/Branch Ave. Metro Access
Improvements
05-21: Wagman @ Woodrow Wilson MB-4
06-07: MD SHA Area Wide Lighting Districts 3,6 & 7MB-3
07-03: Lane @ Arena Drive

MdTA Section 100 Trailer
Project Managers Tony Gilberto, Jerome Gabaldon and Superintendent Bill Burton
will be working out of the Section 100 Office Trailer located in an office trailer park in
Rosedale, MD.
The following jobs are run from the Section 100 trailer:
06-08: Cherry Hill @ I-95 and Moravia Park Drive Bridge
06-11: 6M@ I-895 Over
Herring Run
06-14: Wagman@
I-95/I-695 Interchange,
Phase 1
07-06: American
Infrastructure @ I-95
Express Toll Lanes
07-10: Flanigan @ Express Toll Lanes @ Toll Plaza
07-13: Cherry Hill @ I-95 XTL I-895 to South of
Chesaco
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Saying “Good Bye” to Bill Harkleroad
At one of the quarterly Elkridge office luncheons, quite a few Midasco employees said “Good Bye” to Bill
Harkleroad. As a Foreman then Superintendent for Midasco for almost 20 years, Bill has seen a lot of growth and
change made throughout his years in service. Bill and his family have moved to Georgia to experience a slower less
hectic life of southern living. I am sure this will include a little bit of fishing.

Bill Harkleroad: Midasco Years in Service– March 31, 1988 thru March 27, 2008

ARTBA— Project Management Academy & Management Crucible Training
Congratulations to Project Managers Anthony Stolar, Jerome Gabaldon & Tom Sprague for successfully completing
a week long Project Management Academy training offered by ARTBA (American Road Transportation & Builders
Association). They each earned 36 Professional Development Hours. The hours represent the following sessions
attended during the week of training. Ethics/Client Relations, Construction Documentation, Management &
Leadership, Planning & Scheduling, Management Principles and Resource Management.
Congratulations also goes to Vice President Greg Gresko and Senior Project
Manager Craig Hoffman, who both previously completed the Project
Management Academy. This time they
participated in a Level II ARTBA course known
as the Management Crucible. Greg and Craig
earned 36 Professional Development Hours in
the following courses, Management &
Leadership, Finance & Accounting, Business
Operations, Strategy & Planning, & Team
Building.
Tom Sprague
Project Manager

Project Managers
Anthony Stolar & Jerome Gabaldon
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We are currently working on designing our
new company web site. It should be up and
running by the time the Spring Newsletter
goes out! Stay tuned for an update on our
progress!!

LET’S TALK SAFETY– Beat Fatigue in the Workplace!
Do you often feel tired at work? If so, you might be one of millions of people who suffer from
fatigue. This common ailment does not cause grogginess, but costs employers millions of
dollars annually in lost productivity and workplace accidents. Several factors in the workplace
can contribute to fatigue. Working late shifts, being stressed or unhappy with certain aspects
of your job, even missing a lunch break can enhance the power of fatigue. To combat this
effect, follow these tips to energize yourself:


Drink Plenty of water– A dehydrated body and mind functions less efficiently and more carelessly.



Be Careful with Caffeine– One or two caffeinated drinks (like coffee, tea or cola) per day may boost energy
and mental alertness. However, heavy caffeine users (more than six drinks per day) are prone to anxiety,
irritability and reduced performance.



Eat Breakfast– Food boosts your metabolism and gives the body energy to
burn. The brain relies on glucose for fuel, so choose carbohydrate-rich
breakfast foods such as cereals or whole grain breads.



Never Skip Meals– Going without food for too long allows blood sugar levels
to dip, causing a groggy and distracted mental state. Eat regularly to
maintain energy levels.



Eat a Healthier Diet– Increase the amount of healthy foods in your diet
while decreasing the amount of high fat, high sugar and high salt foods.
Instead of eating three big meals per day, try eating six mini-meals to spread
your energy intake more evenly. This will result in more constant blood sugar
and insulin levels.
Mike Anderson
Safety Manager

